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1: Email: Whatâ€™s the Difference Between POP3, IMAP, and Exchange?
The Internet Message Access Protocol (IMAP) is a mail protocol used for accessing email on a remote web server from
a local client. IMAP and POP3 are the two most commonly used Internet mail.

Store locally as new mail. Here are the best desktop email clients you can use for free. Read More to leave a
copy of downloaded mail on the server. Fetch user requested content and cache it locally, e. Process user edits,
e. Make your email work for you and save time for more important tasks. Essentially, folder structures and
emails are stored on the server and only copies are kept locally. Typically, these local copies are stored
temporarily. However, you can also store them permanently. Being the original protocol, POP follows the
simplistic idea that only one client requires access to mail on the server and that mails are best stored locally.
This leads to the following advantages: Mail stored locally, i. Internet connection needed only for sending and
receiving mail. Saves server storage space. Option to leave copy of mail on server. Consolidate multiple email
accounts and servers into one inbox. As mentioned in the introduction, IMAP was created to allow remote
access to emails stored on a remote server. The idea was to allow multiple clients or users to manage the same
inbox. So whether you log in from your home or your work computer, you will always see the same emails
and folder structure since they are stored on the server and all changes you make to local copies are
immediately synced to the server. As a result, IMAP has the following advantages: Mail stored on remote
server, i. Internet connection needed to access mail. Faster overview as only headers are downloaded until
content is explicitly requested. Mail is automatically backed up if server is managed properly. Saves local
storage space. Option to store mail locally. Obviously, it depends on your specific variables and you probably
have an idea of what is best suited for your situation already. The points below should help to make a final
decision. You need constant access to your email, regardless of internet availability. You have limited server
storage. You have a reliable and constant internet connection. You want to receive a quick overview of new
emails or emails on the server. Your local storage space is limited. We show you how simple the process of
archiving and storing emails can be. If in doubt, go with IMAP. If you want to easily back this up for
safekeeping or migration, this free tool does the trick. Read More on the server. What protocol do you use?
Does one protocol suit your workflow better than the other? Let us know your thoughts below!
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2: POP3 / IMAP - Switchie
The Internet Message Access Protocol (IMAP) is a mail protocol used for accessing email on a remote web server from
a local client. IMAP and POP3 are the two most commonly used Internet mail protocols for retrieving emails.

Make sure to back up your email before switching to IMAP. POP simply downloads email to your computer,
and usually but not always deletes the email from the remote server. The problems arise if you have more than
one device where you read your mail desktop, laptop, tablet or phone. This two-way protocol also allows the
user to synchronize their email among multiple devices, which is extremely important today, when most
people have at least two devices - their laptop and smartphone. This first protocol required the use of a user
name and password and downloaded all the email at once. The release of POP2 in provided a greater range of
commands and replies. Additionally, POP2 allowed the user to choose to read only one message instead of
having to download all their email at the same time. In , the release of POP3 made accommodations for the
users of personal computers to retrieve their email simply, efficiently, and easily. Although it is possible to
arrange to have email stored on the remote servers of most ISPs and other email service providers,
downloading email is a slow process if the user has a large number of messages stored on the remote server. If
I create folders on one of my devices, they are not replicated on others Sign 2: If I read an email on one of my
devices, I see it as unread on others Sign 3: IMAP has the advantage of being a two-way protocol that provides
greater functionality for the user. A revision to IMAP was released shortly afterwards that allowed for tagging
commands and responses. The next revision, released in the early s and known as IMAP2bis, provided for the
use of Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions MIME , which allowed for an increase in the number of
functions used in the management of mailboxes. The release of IMAP4rev1 allowed for both encrypted and
plain text passwords for logins. Another improvement made in the release of IMAP4 rev1 was the encryption
of emails. The Practical Use of IMAP For people using multiple computers and devices, such as mobile
phones and tablets, the ability to synchronize email actions among devices is essential. When a person uses
IMAP, and he or she reads, deletes or moves email into folders, the action occurs across all devices
simultaneously. Additionally, any offline changes that are made to email are transmitted to the remote server
once an Internet connection is re-established. Essentially, IMAP allows the user to archive their email on their
computer or device while having a backup stored on the remote server. Additionally, business users, especially
those in professions that demand confidentiality, prefer to use IMAP since it allows for the added security
email encryption affords. We made this site just for you. Make sure to back up your hard drive before
switching to IMAP, in case something goes wrong.
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3: Application Protocol Design
SMTP is the protocol used to new mail regardless of what protocol is used to new email which is why POP3 and Imap
accounts are shown as POP3/SMTP and Imap/SMTP account types in the Outlook account settings.

Keep reading to find out more about the differences between the various ways you can receive email. Whether
you use company email, a web service like Gmail or Outlook. Both webmail and email clients send and
receive email, and they use similar methods for doing so. All of the work, so to speak, is done by remote
computers i. The client apps interact with remote email servers to download and send email to whomever you
might care to. Some of the back end work of sending email and all of the front end work of creating a user
interface what you look at to receive your email is done on your device with the installed app, rather than by
your browser with instructions from the remote server. Google is providing two things for you. The first is a
web front end where you can read, organize, and compose messages. The second is a mail server back end
where all the message storage and routing goes on. All the webmail providers offer the ability to use their
website to conduct your business or to connect a client to their servers and do things that way. Computers
tended to not have permanent Internet access. Instead, you connected to the Internet, did what you needed to
do, and then disconnected. Those connections were also pretty low bandwidth compared to what we have
access to today. Engineers created POP as a dead simple way to download copies of emails for offline reading.
POP3 is the current version of this particular style of email protocol, and still remains one of the most popular
email protocols. POP3 works something like this. Your app connects to an email server, downloads all
messages to your PC that have not been previously downloaded, and then deletes the original emails from the
server. Assuming the emails do get deleted from the server, then the only copies of those messages are in your
client. Here are a few examples: When you send an email, the sent email is stored in the client from which you
sent it. Each client downloads all messages from the server. At least, not without doing a lot of email
forwarding or porting around mailbox files. While those limitations are substantial, POP3 is still a fast, robust
protocol that is particularly useful if you only check email from one device. When you connect to an IMAP
server, the client app lets you read those emails and even downloads copies for reading offline , but all the real
business happens on the server. Send messages are also stored on the server, as is information about which
messages have been read. Because IMAP stores emails on a remote mail server, you typically have a limited
mailbox size though that depends on the settings provided by the email service. If you have huge numbers of
emails you want to keep, you could run into problems sending and receiving mail when your box is full. Some
users sidestep this problem by making local archived copies of emails using their email client, and then
deleting them from the remote server. MAPI is capable of IMAP-style syncing of emails, contacts, calendars,
and other features, all of which is tied into local email clients or apps. Many email clients, including the
default Android and iPhone mail apps, are Exchange ActiveSync capable. Depending on your personal style of
communicating your email provider, you can pretty quickly narrow down how you should use your email. If
you use check your email from a lot of devices, phones, or computers, use a webmail service or set up your
email clients to use IMAP. Let us know how you explain to relatives and tech-challenged coworkers the
difference in common email setups. Better yet, keep this guide handy and save yourself the trouble of
explaining it!
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4: What is POP? Or POP3? And what about IMAP and SMTP? - Ask Leo!
Explain POP, SMTP and IMAP protocols. POP: The Post Office Protocol is an application-level protocol within an
intranet which are used by the local e-mail clients to send and retrieve e-mails from a remote server those are
connected using TCP/IP.

Follow these steps to setup and fetch Gmail Mailbox in Mozilla Thunderbird: Login to your Gmail Account in
your Browser. Once you verify and set up properly, click on Re-test If the information is found to be correct
and everything will be OK, then you are ready to setup account into Thunderbird. Check your Inbox or
mailbox folders to check or fetch emails. It may take some time to load all the emails and folders from Gmail
according to your mailbox size. You can also set up to place a copy in Gmail Sent folder whenever sending a
message from Thunderbird. Just click on Account settings from Tools menu of Thunderbird. Useful Add-ons
for Thunderbird to sync with Gmail: One can choose any of these Add-ons and extensions according to the
requirement to sync Gmail contacts, calendars with Thunderbird email client. Google Contacts or
gContactSync: Using Lightning with Google Calendar: Apart from these manual tricks, anyone can directly
import Gmail emails with corresponding folders to Thunderbird. The main advantage of doing it is that user
does not need to sync Gmail account with Thunderbird. With this method, one can move Gmail emails to
another email account configured in Thunderbird. It is one of the most advantageous approaches for a user to
magnificently run these algorithms. Download this magnificent Gmail to Thunderbird Backup Tool from
given below: Advantages of using third-party Application: This Gmail to Thunderbird Converter software
comes up with various advantages in comparison with free or manual ways. Export Emails from Gmail
account to Thunderbird without any File-size limitation. Import a single Gmail account at once to Thunderbird
account. The Gmail to Thunderbird migration package is available to install in different International
languages. This software is supported upon all the editions of Windows OS including Windows 10, 8. With
the help of this blog, users can solve these following queries as found on the Web. All the necessary steps are
described with proper screenshots. At last a third-party application is also recommended to perform transfer of
Gmail account.
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5: Chapter 5 Configuring POP, IMAP, and HTTP Services
The Book of IMAP offers a detailed introduction to IMAP and POP3, the two protocols that govern all modern mail
servers and clients. You'll learn how the protocols.

There is no need to enable services that you do not plan to use. You can enable or disable services at the server
level. This process is described in this chapter. To Specify What Services are Started also describes this
process. Specifying Port Numbers For each service, you can specify the port number that the server is to use
for service connections: The default is You might need to specify a port number other than the default if you
have, for example, two or more IMAP server instances on a single host machine, or if you are using the same
host machine as both an IMAP server and a Messaging Multiplexor server. Port numbers can be any number
from 1 to The banner is most typically used for client debugging or problem-isolation purposes. In addition,
you can specify the valid login separator for POP logins. Examples of these clients are Netscape Messenger 4.
The workaround is as follows: Users in the default domain specified during installation, however, can log in
without entering a domain name or separator. To allow users of other domains to log in with just the user ID
that is, without having to use the domain name and separator set sasl. Note that the user ID must be unique to
the entire directory tree. If it is not unique, logging in without the domain name will not work. You may wish
to modify the attribute that user must enter to log in. For example if you want to allow the user to log in with a
phone number telephoneNumber or employee number employeeID change the LDAP search defined by
configutil parameter sasl. This parameter is a global default setting for the inetdomainsearchfilter per-domain
attribute and follows the same syntax. Password-Based Login In typical messaging installations, users access
their mailboxes by entering a password into their POP. The client sends the password to the server, which uses
it to authenticate the user. If the user is authenticated, the server decides, based on access-control rules,
whether or not to grant the user access to certain mailboxes stored on that server. Passwords are stored in an
LDAP directory. Directory policies determine what password policies, such as minimum length, are in effect.
Users are then required to use certificate-based login, as described in the next section. To increase the security
of password transmission for IMAP and HTTP services, you can require that passwords be encrypted before
they are sent to your server. You do this by selecting a minimum cipher-length requirement for login. If you
choose 0, you do not require encryption. Passwords are sent in the clear or they are encrypted, depending on
client policy. If you choose a nonzero value, the client must establish an SSL session with the serverâ€”using a
cipher whose key length is at least the value you specifyâ€”thus encrypting any IMAP or HTTP user
passwords the client sends. If the client is configured to require encryption with key lengths greater than the
maximum your server supports, or if your server is configured to require encryption with key lengths greater
than what the client supports, password-based login cannot occur. Certificate-Based Login In addition to
password-based authentication, Sun Java System servers support the authentication of users through
examination of their digital certificates. If the certificate is validated, the user is considered authenticated. If
the box is checked its default state , and if you have performed the tasks required to set up certificate-based
login, both password-based and certificate-based login are supported. Then, if the client establishes an SSL
session and supplies a certificate, certificate-based login is used. If the client does not use SSL or does not
present a client certificate, it will send a password instead. Based on your hardware capacity and your user
base, you can adjust these parameters for maximum efficiency of service. Number of Processes Messaging
Server can divide its work among several executing processes, which in some cases can increase efficiency.
This capability is especially useful with multiprocessor server machines, in which adjusting the number of
server processes can allow more efficient distribution of multiple tasks among the hardware processors. There
is a performance overhead, however, in allocating tasks among multiple processes and in switching from one
process to another. The advantage of having multiple processes diminishes with each new one added. A
simple rule of thumb for most configurations is to have one process per hardware processor on your server
machine, up to a maximum of perhaps 4 processes. Your optimum configuration may be different; this rule of
thumb is meant only as a starting point for your own analyses. On some platforms you might also want to
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increase the number of processes to get around certain per-process limits such as the maximum number of file
descriptors , specific to that platform, that may affect performance. If clients are denied service because no
connections are available, they must then wait until another client disconnects. When a user connects to IMAP
to download messages, the connection is usually maintained until the user quits or the connection times out.
Each POP reconnection requires re-authentication of the user. In contrast, an IMAP connection requires only a
single authentication because the connection remains open for the duration of the IMAP session login to
logout. An HTTP connection is short, but the user need not reauthenticate for each connection because
multiple connections are allowed for each HTTP session login to logout. These values represent roughly
equivalent demands that can be handled by a typically configured server machine. Your optimum
configuration may be different; these defaults are meant only as general guidelines. Having a lower number of
sessions for POP is correct. Conversely, POP connections only last as long as it takes to download email, so an
active POP user is only connected a small percentage of the time, while IMAP connections stay connected
between successive mail checks. Number of Threads per Process Besides supporting multiple processes,
Messaging Server further improves performance by subdividing its work among multiple threads. Threads are
created and destroyed, as needed during execution, up to the maximum number you have set. Having more
simultaneously executing threads means that more client requests can be handled without delay, so that a
greater number of clients can be serviced quickly. However, there is a performance overhead to dispatching
among threads, so there is a practical limit to the number of threads the server can make use of. Your optimum
configuration may be different, but these defaults are high enough that it is unlikely you would ever need to
increase them; the defaults should provide reasonable performance for most installations. The respective
protocol specifications require the server to keep an idle connection open for a minimum amount of time. You
can increase the idle times beyond the default values, but you cannot make them less. Idle POP connections
are usually caused by some problem such as a crash or hang that makes the client unresponsive. Idle IMAP
connections, on the other hand, are a normal occurrence. HTTP clients are not logged out when a connection is
dropped. However, if an HTTP session remains idle for a specified time period, the server will automatically
drop the HTTP session and the client is logged out the default time period is 2 hours. You can create flexible
access filters that allow or deny access to clients based on a variety of criteria. Client access control is an
important security feature of Messaging Server. Some of the more common POP services options are given in
this chapter. For more information, see also:
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6: Configure protocol logging for POP3 and IMAP4: Exchange Help | Microsoft Docs
Rather then developing the new protocol completely separately, I think best way would be to try to get in touch with
IMAP working group of IETF and help to incorporate the necessary features into new version of IMAP.

How did you like the article? Mozilla Thunderbird or Windows Live Mail rely on protocols in order to display
e-mails. The approach is different depending on which protocol is used: If you set up your account with
IMAP, your e-mail client establishes a connection with the server every time you log in. This connection is
maintained for the whole session. During this time you can access individual folders and e-mails whose
content can be shown on request. This way all messages and folder structures stay saved on the server until
they are deleted. As a result, they can be accessed from anywhere and with numerous clients and always find
the same, current database. In order for the response from the server to be registered at a later stage, the client
attaches an identifier to its commands, which the mail server adds to the response. The reply line starts with an
asterisk when information is contained. If the reply contains a plus sign at the start, it means the server is
expecting additional information about the received command. For this purpose, the client establishes a
connection with the incoming mail server on which the necessary POP3 server software must be installed.
Following this,, the e-mails are deleted by the mail server and the connection is terminated. The e-mail content
can be opened locally and edited without the client and server being connected. The duration of the retrieval
process depends on the size of the mail content or attachment. Each message can only be downloaded by a
single POP3 client. If the connection is encrypted, port is used. When the server and client are connected, they
communicate via commands. POP3 commands are made up of three to four characters and one or more
parameters. Each POP3 session is divided into three steps: The first step is user registration where the client
enters their user name and password via the mail server. Next comes the actual process of retrieving the
message. When all mails have been downloaded and successfully separated from the client, they will then be
deleted from the server as part of the last step. If they rely on the services of the IMAP network protocol, all
messages stay on the server until they are manually deleted. That is also the reason why numerous clients can
have access to the same database at the same time when using IMAP. Access is limited to individual clients
regarding POP3 since all received e-mails are downloaded to the local computer. IMAP Connection on port
Connection on port Permanent connection Connection only when retrieving e-mails Answers to commands are
not waited for Commands need an answer straight away E-mails stay on the server until they are deleted
E-mails are deleted from the server after successful retrieval E-mails stay on the server until they are deleted
Message retrieval possible by numerous clients Message retrieval only possible by individual clients Only
desired e-mails are retrieved All received e-mails are retrieved IMAP for numerous clients, POP3 for
individual clients Various applications of both protocols result from the aforementioned differences between
IMAP and POP3: If you want to access your e-mails with your smartphone, tablet or other clients, IMAP is
the better choice. It is definitely an advantage when you are out and about and can only use your mobile data.
Since IMAP only opens desired e-mails, you can choose to open ones with a large amount of content at home
on your computer. As no local versions of the e-mails are downloaded, you always need an internet
connection. It is possible to do more with the IMAP network protocol than just retrieve e-mails; users can also
create and manage folder structures, label the editing status of e-mails, and archive dispatched messages.
These extra features and the fact that the e-mails are saved on the server until they are deleted means that
IMAP is a bigger burden to the mail server compared to POP3.
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7: IMAP vs. POP Email -- How are they different?
IMAP or Internet message access protocol permits us to download messages from Gmail so that you can access mail
along with a program like Apple Mail or Outlook. IMAP syncs the proceedings whatever you take in Apple Mail or
Outlook Express with Gmail.

All the good reasons for data file formats to be textual apply to these application-specific protocols as well.
When your application protocol is textual and easily parsed by eyeball, many good things become easier.
Transaction dumps become much easier to interpret. Test loads become easier to write. Server processes are
often invoked by harness programs such as inetd 8 in such a way that the server sees commands on standard
input and ships responses to standard output. Another issue to bear in mind is the end-to-end design principle.
There are often serious questions about which level of the protocol stack should handle features like security
and authentication; this paper provides some good conceptual tools for thinking about them. Yet a third issue
is designing application protocols for good performance. The traditions of Internet application protocol design
evolved separately from Unix before In the example, C: Text emphasized like this is comments, not part of
the actual transaction. An SMTP session example. Sender ok receiver acknowledges C: Recipient ok receiver
acknowledges C: He wants to share C: QUIT sender signs off S: Note the following features: SMTP is one of
the two or three oldest application protocols still in use on the Internet. It is simple, effective, and has
withstood the test of time. The traits we have called out here are tropes that recur frequently in other Internet
protocols. If there is any single archetype of what a well-designed Internet application protocol looks like,
SMTP is it. Internet users with intermittent access like dial-up connections can let their mail pile up on a
mail-drop machine, then use a POP3 connection to pull mail up the wire to their personal machines. Observe
the many similarities with SMTP. This protocol is also textual and line-oriented, sends payload message
sections terminated by a line consisting of a single dot followed by line terminator, and even uses the same
exit command, QUIT. Like SMTP, each client operation is acknowledged by a reply line that begins with a
status code and includes an informational message meant for human eyes. A POP3 example session. Of course
the requests have different semantics. An IMAP session example. Instead of ending the payload with a dot, the
payload length is sent just before it. Also, notice that each response is tagged with a sequence label supplied
by the request; in this example they have the form An, but the client could have generated any token into that
slot. This feature makes it possible for IMAP commands to be streamed to the server without waiting for the
responses; a state machine in the client can then simply interpret the responses and payloads as they come
back. This technique cuts down on latency. IMAP which was designed to replace POP3 is an excellent
example of a mature and powerful Internet application protocol design, one well worth study and emulation.
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8: IMAP vs. POP3: What Is It and Which One Should You Use?
POP3 is the current version of this particular style of email protocol, and still remains one of the most popular email
protocols. POP4 has been proposed, and may be developed one day, although there's not been much progress in
several years.

E-mail protocols[ edit ] The Internet Message Access Protocol is an Application Layer Internet protocol that
allows an e-mail client to access e-mail on a remote mail server. An IMAP server typically listens on
well-known port IMAP supports both on-line and off-line modes of operation. E-mail clients using IMAP
generally leave messages on the server until the user explicitly deletes them. This and other characteristics of
IMAP operation allow multiple clients to manage the same mailbox. Clients may store local copies of the
messages, but these are considered to be a temporary cache. The user retrieves the messages with an e-mail
client that uses one of a number of e-mail retrieval protocols. Some clients and servers preferentially use
vendor-specific, proprietary protocols , but most support SMTP for sending e-mail and POP and IMAP for
retrieving e-mail, allowing interoperability with other servers and clients. Support for the Internet standard
protocols[ citation needed ] allows many e-mail clients such as Pegasus Mail or Mozilla Thunderbird to access
these servers, and allows the clients to be used with other servers. History[ edit ] IMAP was designed by Mark
Crispin in as a remote mailbox protocol, in contrast to the widely used POP, a protocol for retrieving the
contents of a mailbox. No copies of the original interim protocol specification or its software exist. This
experimental revision was called IMAP2bis; its specification was never published in non-draft form. This
draft was based upon the following earlier specifications: Advantages over POP[ edit ] Connected and
disconnected modes of operation[ edit ] When using POP, clients typically connect to the e-mail server briefly,
only as long as it takes to download new messages. When using IMAP4, clients often stay connected as long
as the user interface is active and download message content on demand. For users with many or large
messages, this IMAP4 usage pattern can result in faster response times. Multiple clients simultaneously
connected to the same mailbox[ edit ] The POP protocol requires the currently connected client to be the only
client connected to the mailbox. In contrast, the IMAP protocol specifically allows simultaneous access by
multiple clients and provides mechanisms for clients to detect changes made to the mailbox by other,
concurrently connected, clients. See for example RFC section 5. Access to MIME message parts and partial
fetch[ edit ] Usually all Internet e-mail is transmitted in MIME format, allowing messages to have a tree
structure where the leaf nodes are any of a variety of single part content types and the non-leaf nodes are any
of a variety of multipart types. The IMAP4 protocol allows clients to retrieve any of the individual MIME
parts separately and also to retrieve portions of either individual parts or the entire message. These
mechanisms allow clients to retrieve the text portion of a message without retrieving attached files or to
stream content as it is being fetched. Message state information[ edit ] Through the use of flags defined in the
IMAP4 protocol, clients can keep track of message state: These flags are stored on the server, so different
clients accessing the same mailbox at different times can detect state changes made by other clients. POP
provides no mechanism for clients to store such state information on the server so if a single user accesses a
mailbox with two different POP clients at different times , state informationâ€”such as whether a message has
been accessedâ€”cannot be synchronized between the clients. The IMAP4 protocol supports both predefined
system flags and client-defined keywords. System flags indicate state information such as whether a message
has been read. Keywords, which are not supported by all IMAP servers, allow messages to be given one or
more tags whose meaning is up to the client. IMAP keywords should not be confused with proprietary labels
of web-based e-mail services which are sometimes translated into IMAP folders by the corresponding
proprietary servers. Multiple mailbox support also allows servers to provide access to shared and public
folders. Server-side searches[ edit ] IMAP4 provides a mechanism for a client to ask the server to search for
messages meeting a variety of criteria. This mechanism avoids requiring clients to download every message in
the mailbox in order to perform these searches. Built-in extension mechanism[ edit ] Reflecting the experience
of earlier Internet protocols, IMAP4 defines an explicit mechanism by which it may be extended. Many
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IMAP4 extensions to the base protocol have been proposed and are in common use. Much of this complexity
e. The IMAP specification has been criticised for being insufficiently strict and allowing behaviours that
effectively negate its usefulness. For instance, the specification states that each message stored on the server
has a "unique id" to allow the clients to identify messages they have already seen between sessions. However,
the specification also allows these UIDs to be invalidated with no restrictions, practically defeating their
purpose. Notification of mail arrival is done through in-band signaling , which contributes to the complexity of
client-side IMAP protocol handling somewhat. Unlike some proprietary protocols which combine sending and
retrieval operations, sending a message and saving a copy in a server-side folder with a base-level IMAP client
requires transmitting the message content twice, once to SMTP for delivery and a second time to IMAP to
store in a sent mail folder. Many IMAP clients can be configured to store sent mail in a client-side folder, or to
BCC oneself and then filter the incoming mail instead of saving a copy in a folder directly. Wed, 17 Jul
9: Internet Message Access Protocol - Wikipedia
Internet Message Access Protocol, or commonly known as IMAP is protocol that allows an email client (Such as Outlook
or Mail through Apple) to access your email on a remote mail www.enganchecubano.com method supports both on-line
and off-line modes of operation. IMAP generally leaves messages on a server, meaning that as long as you know your
username and.
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